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Originally scheduled to take place in Tokyo Japan 
between the 24 July to the 8 August 2020, the summer 

Olympics had to be postponed as a result of the COVID-
19 pandemic. The good news is that it is going ahead 

this month! 

This is the first time in the history of the Olympic Games 
that it has been postponed and rescheduled rather 

than cancelled. This will be the second time that Japan 
has hosted the summer Olympic games. The first being 
also held in Tokyo in 1964, making it the first city in Asia 

to host the summer Olympics twice. Japan has also 
hosted the winter Olympics twice. The first time was in 
1972 in Sapporo and then in 1998 in Nagano. These 

games will see the introduction of some new 
competitions including 3x3 basketball, freestyle BMX 

and Madison cycling. 

Please check out the book displays in the Library about 
various sports, Olympic history, Olympic athletes and 
about the host country of Japan and please enter the 
competitions throughout the duration of the games. 

Enjoy!

Image: swimmingworldmagazine.com

Tokyo Olympic Games
23 July- 8 August 2021

NAIDOC 2021 invites the nation to 
embrace First Nations’ cultural 

knowledge and understanding of 
country as part of Australia’s national 

heritage and equally respect the 
culture and values of Aboriginal 

peoples and Torres Strait Islanders as 
they do the cultures and values of all 

Australians.

Please check out the book displays of 
books written either by Indigenous 
Australian Author’s or have content 

about Aboriginal peoples. Keep a look 
out for events and competitions that 

will be advertised throughout the 
month focusing on Indigenous 

Australia!

Reference: https://www.naidoc.org.au/

NAIDOC Week 
4-11 July

#NAIDOC2021 
#HealCountry



Student  Book Recommendat ions

Dena Daoud 8D recommends The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
This story touches on multiple social issues including police brutality, gang 
violence and the Black Lives Matter movement. This 5-star novel is based 
around a 17-year-old girl named Starr who lives in Garden Heights. The 
Garden is filled with drugs, gangs, violence, and pregnant teenagers. But 
nevertheless, Garden heights is home, and her father even owns a store 
there. But when 10-year-old star witnesses her best friend getting 
murdered in a park, her parents decide it would be safer to send her and 
brothers Sekani and Seven to Williamson prep. 7 years later… Starr has 
gotten used to Williamson Prep, she is on the basketball team, has a tight 
friend group and even a boyfriend. Everything changes after one of the 
Gardens’ annual parties. She reunites with her childhood best friend 
Khalil. They talk and reminisce about their childhood until shots are fired 
and the party scatters into the streets with people running in various 
directions. Khalil and Starr find themselves in Khalil’s car speeding off the 
street of the party. Everything is well until Khalil is pulled over by a police 
officer. This might seem like a normal situation but for a black man, even 
one who knows what to do when being pulled over by cop… this situation 
could end. Fatally.

Do you have a book recommendation? Send it to Angela.Boundy@education.vic.gov.au

Tessa Grey is a young American girl who has come to London to 
find her brother and has been pulled into a world filled with 
supernatural creatures. She gets imprisoned by the Dark sisters 
who claim that she has magical abilities and try to teach her with 
bad intentions. After finding out she has been fooled she meets 
Will, a shadow hunter who hunts demons. Will is the one who 
helps her to figure out everything that is going on around her 
and to find her brother. Along the way, Tessa discovers the 
Downworld and those who belong to such as warlocks, vampires 
and other supernatural creatures. I loved this book because it 
had a lot mystery and the supernatural creatures really 
interested me, I would recommend this book to those who love 
mystery and fantasy.

Harsiga Piratheepan 8D recommends 
Clockwork Angel  by Cassandra Clare



The tyrant known as the Soul Collector hunts 
down anything that’s beautiful, unusual or 
unique.

Kelly Swift is trying to be an average teenager 
and fit in. But her powers are growing each day, 
she runs faster than the wind and she can hear 
people thoughts. That’s not normal! When her 
mother is taken by the Soul Collector Kelly can’t 
linger in the shadows anymore...  

Who is she? 
Is she part of the prophecy? 

Great book! I really enjoyed it.  I’ve never read 
any of Anh Do’s books before.  It has mystery, 
adventure and intrigue all rolled one.  It didn’t 
take me long to read. This is part of a trilogy.  

Call # DO
Sublocation: Fiction
Series: Rise of the mythix; 1

Chosen by Ms Vander Werf

Golden Unicorn 
by Anh Do

Staff Picks for July

You may also like…



Staff Picks for July

Mileva’s family tree includes resistance fighters 

and patriots, and she was raised on the values 

of brotherhood and unity. Marko was born into 

a family where love is earned not given and was 

branded early on as a troublemaker and a lost 

cause.

Despite their differences, the two grow to 

become best friends.

Yet as the 1990s approach, Yugoslavia begins to 

crumble and ethnic tensions arise. No longer 

inseparable, their different cultural backgrounds 

force Mileva and Marko apart.

Through tragic events Mileva struggles to make 

sense of her identity as she attempts to salvage 

all that is left of the life and love she once had.

This is a gripping story about family, love, 

friendship, war, identity and forgiveness that I 

would highly recommend if you like historical 

fiction.

Call Number: LON

Sublocation: Senior Fiction

Chosen by Mrs Boundy

The Courtyard Children
by Marija Poljak

You may also like…



The Boy from the Mish by Gary Lonesborough
It's a hot summer, and life's going all right for Jackson and his 

family on the Mish. It's almost Christmas, school's out, and he's 
hanging with his mates, teasing the visiting tourists, avoiding the 

racist boys in town. Just like every year, Jackson's Aunty and 
annoying little cousins visit from the city - but this time a 

mysterious boy with a troubled past comes with them. As their 
friendship evolves, Jackson must confront the changing shapes 
of his relationships with his friends, family and community. And 

he must face his darkest secret - a secret he thought he'd locked 
away for good. Compelling, honest and beautifully written, The 

Boy from the Mish is about first love, identity, and the 
superpower of self-belief.

Call Number: LON
Sublocation: Fiction

Black Cockatoo by Carl Merrison and 
Hakea Hustler

Black Cockatoo is a vignette that follows Mia, a young Aboriginal 
girl as she explores the fragile connections of family and culture. 

Mia is a 13-year-old girl from a remote community in the 
Kimberley. She is saddened by the loss of her brother as he 

distances himself from the family. She feels powerless to change 
the things she sees around her -- until one day she rescues her 
totem animal, the dirran black cockatoo, and soon discovers her 
own inner strength. A small tale on the power of standing up for 

yourself, culture and ever-present family ties.

Call Number: MER
Sublocation: Fiction

Popular new books with 
Australian Indigenous Cultural 

content



Featured CBCA shortlisted book 2021
The End of the World is Bigger than Love

by Davina Bell

Identical twin sisters Summer and Winter live alone on a remote island, sheltered from a destroyed world. 
They survive on rations stockpiled by their father and spend their days deep in their Mother's collection of 
classic literature -- until a mysterious stranger upends their carefully constructed reality. At first, Edward 
is a welcome distraction. But who is he really, and why has he come? As love blooms and the world stops 
spinning, the secrets of the girls' past begin to unravel and escape is the only option.

A sumptuously written dystopian novel of love and grief; of sisterly affection and the ultimate sacrifice; of 
technological progress and climate catastrophe; of an enigmatic bear and a talking whale.

T he End of the World is Bigger than Love is unlike anything you’ve read before!

Call number: BEL 

Sublocation: Fiction 



Winning ‘Adventures in Space & Time!’
Short story by Joann Jackson 7C

I closed my eyes trying to remember the tiny glimpses of earth. Looking out at the 
shining sun, I wished I were back home. Earth is a paradise, with its flowing rivers 
and lakes and its refreshing treats. All I had was a packet of dry biscuits. 

I imagined Mum and my wife carrying on with their lives, forgetting me. Floating 
was my only dream from when I was ten years old, I tried fulfilling it but now I 
wished I never did. Jumping onto the rocky surface of the metallic crated sphere. It 
was a daily routine as if I were running laps on the oval. It was always dull in the 
middle of nowhere. 

Floating in outer space. What do you think of it? It is a quite tedious concept. On 
earth, if you investigate the sky with a microscope, you can see glowing planets and 
picturesque galaxies but if you come up here, you will understand what it actually 
is. Without a companion or a helper, I feel like I am nobody. Millions of miles away 
sits the earth, which is filled with people who are eager to explore. The enthusiasm 
I had when I knew I was coming home was as if I had heard the most amazing news 
in the whole wide world. 

Be happy that you live on earth and be happy you have people to help you, to keep 
you company and to comfort you when difficulties come. I have nothing which you 
have. I am coming back to earth right now and if I don’t survive, always remember 
that you don’t need to go to space when you have the amazing earth with you. 



Library News

To celebrate CBCA Book Month in August, the Library has organised
the award winning guest Author James Phelan to host a writing 
workshop in preparation for our annual ‘Write a book in a day’ event. 
This is always a highlight in the Library calendar. The student’s books 
will be promoted with a Library event during CBCA Book week 21-27 
August. Stay tuned!
Please check out some of James Phelan’s books in our library. 





Survey

The Middle School Captains have created a suggestion box survey for 
everyone to complete to enhance your experiences in the College. 
Please take the time to complete the following survey by clicking
on this link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfcq_UF15iZKY4ymlmhM
hLJ5lwA365selEKEl4tB1T2qNDg3w/viewform

Congratulations to Harsiga Piratheepan 8D for winning the Buzz newsletter June quiz! 
Also a big thank you for everyone who entered. Stay tuned for the July Buzz quiz. There 
is a $10 canteen voucher up for grabs!

.                               Word of the month
Reconciliation noun

>The restoration of friendly relations
“his reconciliation with your uncle”

>The action of making one view or belief compatible with another.
“any possibility of reconciliation between such clearly opposed 
positions”
Source: OxfordLanguages http://www.languages.oup.com

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfcq_UF15iZKY4ymlmhMhLJ5lwA365selEKEl4tB1T2qNDg3w/viewform
http://www.languages.oup.com/

